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Abstract

Protein kinases are major regulators of cellular processes, but the roles of most kinases remain unresolved. Dictyostelid social amoebas have been useful in identifying functions for 30% of its kinases in cell migration, cytokinesis, vesicle trafficking, gene regulation and other processes but their upstream regulators and downstream effectors are mostly unknown. Comparative genomics can assist to distinguish between genes involved in deeply conserved core processes and those involved in species-specific innovations, while co-expression of genes as evident from comparative transcriptomics can provide cues to the protein complement of regulatory networks. Genomes and developmental and cell-type specific transcriptomes are available for species that span the 0.5 billion years of evolution of Dictyostelia from their unicellular ancestors. In this work we analysed conservation and change in the abundance, functional domain architecture and developmental regulation of protein kinases across the 4 major taxon groups of Dictyostelia. All data are summarized in annotated phylogenetic trees of the kinase subtypes and accompanied by functional information of all kinases that were experimentally studied. We detected 393 different protein kinase domains across the five studied genomes, of which 212 were fully conserved. Conservation was highest (71%) in the previously defined AGC, CAMK, CK1, CMGC, RGC, STE, TK, and TKL groups and lowest (26%) in the “other” group of typical protein kinases. This was mostly due to species-specific single gene amplification of “other” kinases. Apart from the AKF and α-kinases, the atypical protein kinases, such as the PIKK and histidine kinases were also almost fully conserved. The phylogeny-wide developmental and cell-type specific expression profiles of the protein kinase genes were combined with profiles from the same transcriptomic experiments for the families of G-protein coupled receptors, small GTPases and their GEFs and GAPs, the transcription factors and for all genes that upon lesion generate a developmental defect. This dataset was subjected to hierarchical clustering to identify clusters of co-expressed genes that potentially act together in a signalling network. The work provides a valuable resource that allows researchers to identify protein kinases and other regulatory proteins that are likely to act as intermediates in a network of interest.

1. Introduction

Protein kinases are major agents of post-translational modification and play crucial regulatory roles in most cellular processes. The misregulation of individual protein kinases is a frequent cause of disease and the quest for novel pharmaceutical agents that regulate kinase activity is therefore an intense field of research [1]. Most kinases contain a conserved catalytic domain that phosphorylates either a tyrosine or serine/threonine residue within a conserved consensus sequence that is specifically targeted by individual protein kinases. Sequence similarities separate the typical human protein kinases into eight major groups, the AGC, CAMK, CK1, CMGC, RGC, STE, TK, and TKL protein kinases [2,3] and most of these groups can also be recognized in other eukaryotes [4–8]. In addition, there are smaller sets of so-called “atypical” protein
kinases with catalytic domains that are either very diverged or completely different from the “typical” group. Relatively large groupings in this set are the α-kinases [9], the histidine kinases [10], and the phosphatidylinositol-like kinases (PIKKs) [11].

Dictyostelid social amoebas evolved multicellularity within the otherwise unicellular Amoeboidoa. They feed as single cells but come together when starved to form migrating slugs and fruiting structures containing up to four different cell types. This intriguing life cycle, combined with ease of genetic transformation and experimental accessibility has made Dictyostelium discoideum a popular system for studying cellular processes like DNA repair [12], cell migration [13], cytoskeletal remodelling [14], phagocytosis and other forms of vesicle trafficking [15], mechanisms underlying human pathology [16–18] as well as regulation of cell differentiation and morphogenesis during development [19], and evolution of multicellularity [20] and sociality [21,22]. Protein kinases participate in regulating these processes and their specific roles and interactions with other regulators are therefore widely studied.

Upon completion of the D. discoideum (Ddis) genome, a robust analysis of its 285 protein kinases showed that of the eight typical kinase groups, the TK and RGC kinases were missing, but that the atypical α-kinases, the histidine kinases, PIKKs and smaller groups of atypical kinases were well represented [5]. For 89 of these kinases a biological role has been established, but their upstream regulators or downstream targets are more rarely known.

The ~150 known species of Dictyostelia are subdivided into two branches, each containing two major groups [23,24]. Ddis resides in group 4 and well annotated genomes and developmental and cell-type specific transcriptomes are available for Ddis and D. purpureum (Dpur, also in group 4) and for D. lacteum (Dlac), P. pallidum (Ppd), and D. fasciculatum (Dfas), which represent groups 3, 2 and 1 respectively [25–28]. Groups 1–3 consist of species that form relatively small clustered or branched fruiting bodies with maximally two cell types, the stalk cells and spores. Many species in these groups can also encyst as single cells, the strategy by which their unicellular amoeboidan ancestors survive starvation. The group 4 species form large solitary fruiting bodies with two more cell types, the cup and basal disc cells. Their slugs show extensive migration, but as a group they have lost the ability to encyst (Romeralo et al. 2013; Schilde et al. 2014).

Phylogeny-wide analysis of conservation and change in the presence, regulation and function of signal transduction proteins enables distinction between core regulatory proteins and gene gain or modification that only occurred in some taxa. Compared to a single organism approach, the phylogeny-wide approach allows inference of a hierarchy in the importance of individual proteins in a network. Additionally, when correlated to phenotypic change during species evolution, the genetic change that cause the phenotypic innovation can be inferred. For these reasons, we previously investigated conservation and change across Dictyostelia in three major families of signal transduction proteins, the transcription factors [29], the G-protein coupled receptors [30] and the GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) [31]. Additionally, we performed an evolutionary comparative analysis of all Ddis genes that upon lesion yield a developmental defect. This group of developmentally essential genes (DEG) contains many signal molecules, receptors and other intermediates of signalling pathways as well as down-stream effectors [28]. In this work we have analysed conservation and change in protein kinase families across the taxon-group representative species mentioned above, inclusive of changes in their functional domain architecture and in the developmental- and cell type specific expression of their genes.

Since proteins that act together in a network need to be expressed at the same stage and in the same cell type, gene co-expression was put forward as a method to identify putative protein interactions [32,33]. Hierarchical clustering is a convenient method to arrange genes in a cladogram according to similarity in their expression profiles, which can be juxtaposed to a heatmap of the relative expression levels of the genes [34]. Clusters of genes with obviously similar expression patterns can then be considered to reflect a possible interacting network. Including more gene expression data and replicate experiments will progressively lead to improved resolution and robustness of the clusters.

We previously performed hierarchical clustering on the phylogeny-wide expression data of the GTPases and their GEFs and GAPs [31]. Here 70 out of 197 experimentally determined interactions were also predicted by transcriptome cluster analysis. The protein kinases are the last large family of regulatory proteins to be analysed across the four dictyostelid taxon groups. We saw this as an opportunity to construct an interactome of the combined families of cellular regulators and the developmentally essential genes. Combined with other approaches, this hierarchical clustering of transcriptome data of 1313 mostly conserved signal transduction genes provides opportunities to fully reconstruct the pathways that control both the cellular processes and the developmental program of Dictyostelia.

2. Methods

2.1. Data collection and initial classification

The analysis used the inferred proteomes of the almost fully assembled genomes of Dictyostelium fasciculatum (NCBI accession: PRJN40189), Polyphondylyllium pallidum (PRJN40191), D. lacteum (PRJN305239) and D. discoideum (PRJNA201) that represent the major taxon groups 1, 2, 3 and 4 of Dictyostelia, respectively, and was supplemented with D. purpureum (PRJNA30991), a second group 4 genome that is less complete, but well annotated [25–28].

Protein kinases are usually subdivided into the large group of typical eukaryote kinases (ePKs) with related catalytic domains and several groupings of atypical protein kinases with a range of different catalytic domains. The ePKs are broadly classified into eight major groups: AGC, CAMK, CK1, CMGC, RGC, STE, TK, and TKL [3], but also contain “other” kinases that do not conform to either group. We used a multi-level hidden Markov model (HMM) library of the major groups that was created by [35] to scan the five proteomes listed above for the ePK subtypes. Additionally, we performed an InterproScan [36] on all proteomes to obtain a listing of all protein functional domains. From this listing we isolated all proteins with Interpro IDs for the atypical α-kinases (IPR004166), ABC1 kinases (IPR004147), AFK kinases (IPR015275), G11 kinases (IPR018865), histidine kinases (IPR005467), PIKKs (IPR000403) and RIO kinases (IPR000687). BRD, TAF1 and TIF families of atypical protein kinases were identified by BLAST search, using previously identified orthologs as bait.

The first HMM pull-down of ePKs contained many duplicate kinase domains. These domains were removed and the set was again scanned with the most recent HMM library “allPK hmm” downloaded from the “kinomer” website (www.compbio.dundee.ac.uk/kinomer) using HMMER3 [37]. This resulted in assignment of the “other” kinases to either of the major groupings, albeit with low probability. We resorted to phylogenetics to also correctly order the “other” kinases. All kinase domains were aligned with MAFFT with the “-LINS-i” option [38] and the alignment was trimmed using trimAI with the “gappyout” option [39]. A phylogeny was inferred with IQ-TREE [40] under the molecular evolution model “LG + F + R10”, which was selected with ModelFinder [41]. This phylogeny subdivided the kinases into 11 groupings (Fig. 1). Comparison of the domains contained within each grouping with those assigned to specific HMM profiles indicated that with few exceptions, six groupings entirely consisted of AGC, CAMK, CK1, CMGC, STE and TKL kinase domains, while the other five, named clades A-E, showed a mixture of HMM affiliations.

The smaller families of retrieved atypical protein kinases were individually aligned using ClustalOmega [42]. Pilot phylogenetic trees were inferred using IQ-TREE or MrBayes 3.2 [43].
2.2. Curation of kinase phylogenies

The protein sequences of the 6 typical groups and clades A-E of the ePK domains were isolated and aligned separately using MAFFT. Poorly aligned or gappy blocks of sequences were deleted using trimAl. New phylogenies were inferred using either MrBayes 3.2 or IQ-TREE, using mixed amino-acid models and run for 1 million generation or convergence (SD of split frequencies < 0.01) for Bayesian inference, or with 1000 bootstrap replicates for IQ-tree. The trees were inspected for missing orthologs in otherwise conserved clades, which were then retrieved by BLASTp or tBLASTn queries of species' proteomes or genomes, respectively. In this phase we also noted several partial orthologous sets, where the missing likely orthologs were part of another grouping. The proper classification of the clade was then assessed by re-alignment and tree inference with either grouping. Once we were confident that all kinases were identified and assigned to their appropriate grouping, their full sets of sequences were aligned and final phylogenies were inferred. The same protocol was followed for the smaller collections of atypical protein kinases.

2.3. Phylogenetic tree annotation

The functional domain architectures, including PFAM domains [44], signal peptides and internal repeats were analysed in the full protein sequences using SMART [45], saved as .svg files and juxtaposed to the protein locus tags at the tips of the phylogenetic tree branches. SMART
2.4. Hierarchical clustering

The full set or subsets of relative gene expression data for Ddis signal transduction and/or developmentally essential genes and their orthologs in Dpur, Dlac, Ppal and Dfas, were ordered into a linear array (Supplemental Table S2 Clusteranalysis.xlsx) and subjected to hierarchical clustering in Orange 3.27.1 [48], using Pearson correlation as the distance metric and average linkage to order the clusters. The data from individual experiments were included for Ddis and Dlac cell-type specific transcripts, rather than the averaged values used in Fig. 2 and Figs. S1-S15. Data were standardized as percentage of the maximum value of normalized read counts per gene and per RNAseq experiment in general, or to the sum of normalized read counts, when there were only two data points in the experiment.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Protein kinase identification and annotation across five dictyostelid genomes

Upon completion of the D. discoideum genome [25], its complement of putative protein kinases was rigorously investigated using both HMM profiles for the different kinase catalytic domains and phylogenetic methods [5], yielding a total of 285 protein kinases. Since then, Ddis gene models were more extensively curated and HMM kinase profiles further refined and we therefore re-analysed the Ddis kinome together with the novel analyses of the more recently sequenced genomes of Dfas, Ppal, Dlac, and Dpur [26–28], that represent the four major taxon groups of Dictyostelia. Our analysis was also mainly based on scanning of proteomes with kinase domain specific HMM profiles, combined with

or PFAM domain identifiers are listed in each figure and domain descriptions can be retrieved from http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/smart/domain_table.cgi or http://pfam.xfam.org/browse. Clades of orthologous genes or other groupings were annotated with relative transcript levels at specific developmental stages or in specific cell types, shown as heat maps that represent the fraction of the maximum transcript read count for the developmental profiles and the fraction of the summed read counts for the cell types. The normalized reads were retrieved from published RNA sequencing experiments [28,29,46,47].

Fig. 2. Example annotated tree of “other” protein kinases, clade C. The groupings of ser/thr/tyr kinases identified in Fig. 1 were subjected individually to phylogenetic inference (Supplemental Figs. S1-S11). After inspection for missing orthologs, the sequences in each grouping were supplemented with hits of BLASTp and tBLASTn queries of genomes, using one of the orthologs as bait. A final tree (here of “other” kinases clade C) was then constructed using maximum-likelihood or bayesian inference-based methods. Gene locus tags are colour-coded to reflect the host species as shown in the species phylogeny (top left) and bootstrap support of the nodes is indicated by coloured dots. The tree was annotated with gene names, which were framed in red for genes with knock-out phenotypes and with the functional domain architecture of the proteins as analysed in SMART [45]. For overlapping domains, we selected the domain with the lowest E-value. Clades of orthologous proteins and other groupings were further annotated with heatmaps of relative transcript levels at specific developmental stages or in specific cell types, which were retrieved from published RNA sequencing experiments [28,29,46,47] (yellow-red: 0–1 fraction of maximum value), prespore or prestalk cells (white-green: 0–1 fraction of summed reads), or vegetative, spore, stalk and cup cells (white-red: 0–1 fraction of summed reads). Numbers preceded by c. represent hours of starvation in Ppal cells set up for encystation. Note that the phylogeny subdivides the protein kinases in clades of conserved orthologs, with orthology further substantiated by similarity of domain architecture. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
sequence selection based on Interpro IDs for protein kinase domains, BLAST search and phylogenetics (see Methods).

The protein kinases can broadly be subdivided into the large group of “typical” ser/thr and tyr kinases with homologous catalytic domains and smaller groupings of “atypical” protein kinases, with different catalytic domains such as the α-kinases, the phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase-related ser/thr protein kinases (PIKKs), the histidine kinases and a few groupings with 4 or less members in Dictyostelia. Their small numbers made the atypical kinases relatively easy to identify and classify. Annotated phylogenies for these kinases are shown in supplemental figs. S12-S15. The initial screens for the typical protein kinases across the five genomes yielded 1242 kinase domains in 1202 proteins, subdivided by HMM scan over the kinase subclasses AGC, CAMK, CK1, CMGC, STE and TKL. A phylogeny inferred from the aligned catalytic domains is shown in Fig. 1, with gene locus tags colour-coded to reflect the HMM profile that yielded the highest probability hit to the sequence. Six monophyletic groupings of kinase domains belonging to the same subtype clearly stand out and in addition there are five additional groupings that contain a mixture of kinase subclasses. These are the so-called “other” kinases, which largely represent low probability hits to specific HMM profiles and/or are detected equally well by multiple profiles. Since the “other” kinases represent a fairly large proportion (24%) of the typical kinases and separate phylogenetically into 5 groupings, we labeled these groupings as Clades A-E. The large size of the phylogeny makes it impossible to annotate and inspect it in a legible format and we therefore prepared separate phylogenies of the sequences contained within the 6 major groups and 5 clades. These phylogenies were inspected for missing orthologs, which were then identified (when present) by BLASTp or tBLASTn query of the relevant proteome or genome and final phylogenies were prepared (Figs. S1-S11). All phylogenies were annotated with the functional domain architectures of the full proteins and heatmaps of the relative expression data of the genes during the developmental cycle of the five species and in specific cell-types. (Fig. 2 and Figs. S1-S15). The supplemental figures are presented with a brief description of each kinase subtype and with phenotypic consequences of gene knock-out and inferred biological roles of individual kinases, when reported.

3.2. Conservation and change in protein kinases across Dictyostelia

Comparisons of the Ddis protein kinase repertoire and those of vertebrates and other eukaryotes were reported previously [5,35]. Here, we therefore restricted ourselves to comparisons between representatives of the major dicytostelid taxon groups. Table 1 summarizes the number of kinase domains in all typical and atypical groups between Ddis, Dpur, Dlac, Ppal and Dfas with the previously enumerated Ddis included for comparison. The current and earlier Ddis kinase analyses found largely comparable numbers of kinase domains in each category. The earlier analysis detected 12 more “other” kinases, of which four may have been gene prediction errors and the others very derived pseudogenes. Dpur and the taxon group 1, 2 and 3 representative species have similar number of kinase domains of each subtype, with Dlac having a relatively low number of “other” kinase domains.

The data in Table 1 provide no information on the conservation of individual kinases. Such information as well as information on conserved domain architecture and conserved developmental regulation and cell type specific expression was obtained by compiling the data shown from the annotated phylogenies of figs. S1-S15 into supplemental spreadsheet Table S1_PK compilation.xlsx. The various aspects of gene conservation were colour coded and are summarized in Fig. 3. The compiled data also allows identification of evolutionary trends in species-specific gene gain or loss, or changes in protein functional domains and in the developmental regulation and cell-type specificity of genes. When compared with phenotypic differences between species [49,50], such data may provide clues regarding how molecular change in the protein kinases gave rise to phenotypic innovation. The trends in gene conservation, cell-type specificity and developmental regulation are shown in Fig. S16A-F for each kinase subtype, while the phylogenetic distribution of conserved features is shown in Fig. S16G-I. The cell-type specific expression of the different kinase subtypes is compared with that of other major families of signal transduction proteins in Fig. 4.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxon</th>
<th>Protein kinase</th>
<th>subtype</th>
<th>group 4</th>
<th>group 5</th>
<th>group 6</th>
<th>group 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ddis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dpur</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dlac</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ppal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dfas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of domains of the different protein kinase subtypes detected across Dictyostelia. The numbers identified in Ddis by Goldberg and coworkers [65] are shown for comparison. Of the larger number detected by Goldberg in the “other” kinase group, four carry Dictybase IDs that no longer exist, while nine are pseudogenes.

Fig. 3 and Fig. S16A shows that the kinases in the AGC, CAMK, CK1, CMGC, STE and TKL groups are in general (over 70%) conserved across the Ddis, Dpur, Dlac, Ppal and Dfas. However, the kinases in clades A to E are less conserved (10-40%), which is largely due to extensive species-specific gene amplification. Among the atypical kinases, the PK-like kinases were fully conserved, while the histidine kinases were missing orthologs in some species. Most protein kinases with known functions in Ddis were conserved throughout Dictyostelia, while four (VwkA, DhkI, DhkA and DhkC) were missing from either Dlac or Dfas. VwkA is required for contractile vacuole function [67] and lack of this essential gene could be an artifact due to incomplete genome sequence. The Dhk histidine kinases are sensors and transducers for developmental signals such as spore differentiation factor 2 (Dhka) and ammonia (Dhkc) [68,69] and their absence from individual species may mean that such species do not use these signals. Some kinases, such as IfkB, Roco11, QkgA and ZakA and ZakB are only present in group 4. IfkB has an overlapping role with IfkB in proper Ddis morphogenesis [70] and may improve robustness to development. Roco11 negatively affects stalk length [71], but since stalk length is highly variable between species, its appearance in group 4 cannot be construed as a cause for phenotypic innovation. QkgA acts downstream of the proliferation inhibitors AprA and CfaD [72], which are conserved throughout Dictyostelia. However, Gr1H, the AprA receptor is also unique to group 4 [73][30] suggesting that AprA (and CfaD) may have acquired novel roles in group 4. Most interesting is the unique presence of ZakA and ZakB in group 4. These protein kinases act downstream of GSK3 (glycogen synthase kinase 3) in a pathway where cAMP acting on GSK3 prevents DIF-1 induced transdifferentiation of prespore cells into basa disc cells [74,75]. Since the basal disc is a group 4 novelty [49] and GSK3 activity does not affect...
Fig. 3. Summary of conservation and change in all analysed protein kinases.
The information contained in all annotated protein kinase subfamily trees (Figs. S1–S15) was collated in supplemental Table S1 (TableS1_PKcompilation.xlsx), colour coded and presented here in summary format. The presence of orthologous protein kinases across the Ddis, Dpur, Dlac, Ppal and Dfas genomes is indicated by green squares in the first 5 columns, which are shown in pale green or with a black border, respectively, when compared to the majority, the functional domains or the developmental regulation are not conserved. Where the number of non-conserved features is larger than 3, pale green or a border is applied to all squares. The colour coding of the 6th, 7th and 8th square in each row respectively represent the developmental expression profile in the majority of species, the prestalk/prespore specificity, when conserved between Ddis and Dpur slugs, the growth, spore or stalk specificity, when conserved between species, and the cup cell specificity in Ddis. The 7th square represents up- or down regulation in encystation of Ppal. Cup cells are only present in group 4 and are bordered red or blue when the orthologs in group 2 or 3 show spore- or stalk-specific expression, respectively. Grey reflects lack of specificity or conflicting data between species or replicate experiments, and known function in the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.

Fig. 4. Cell-type specificity profiles of signal transduction protein families.
The top row shows the percentage of proteins that are specifically expressed in the prestalk or prespore cells of Ddis and Dpur slugs for all kinase subtypes and for previously investigated large families of signal transduction proteins, such as the G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) [39], the small GTPases and their activating (GEF) and inactivating (GAP) proteins [31] and the transcription factors [29]. The bottom row shows the percentage of proteins expressed in mature spore, stalk, and cup cells and vegetative cells in the majority of tested species (Ddis, Dlac and Ppal) for the same families. The name of each subfamily and the number of its non-orthologous members throughout Dictyostelium are shown at the X-axis. For the protein kinases, the figure is based on the data compiled in Supplemental Table S1. For families with <6 members, the bars are shown in washed-out colour.

Prespore differentiation in non-group 4 species [76], this highlights co-option of GSK3 in a novel ZakA and ZakB mediated pathway that regulates differentiation of a novel cell-type.

Gene conservation was largely inclusive of the full domain architecture. Since most kinases only consisted of their single kinase domain, this feature lacked distinctiveness. However, consistency in the presence and relative locations of domains did provide strong consolidating evidence of gene orthology (see e.g. Fig. 2). Developmental regulation was often not conserved. While this could affect single species or species scattered across the phylogeny, differences between Ddis and Dpur (group 4) on one hand and Dfas, Ppal and Dlac (groups 1–3) on the other were more than twice as prevalent as those between the genetically more diverse groupings of Ddis, Dpur and Dlac (Branch II) and Ppal and Dfas (Branch I)(Fig. S16I). This was also observed in analyses of transcription factor and small GTPase gene families and correlates with group 4 being phenotypically the most distinctive of all groups [49,50].

With most of the largest families of regulatory proteins now having been analysed [29–31], we considered it of interest to compare the cell-types in which these families and their subfamilies are predominantly expressed. For Ddis, such data is available for the prestalk and prespore cells in migrating slugs [46], for the mature stalk, spore and cup cells in the fruiting body and for growing cells [47]. Fig. 4 shows that prespore cells in slugs expressed many more transcription factors than the pre-stalk cells, except those of the jumonjiC family. However, in stalk and cup cells (which are derived from a prestalk sub-population) more transcription factors were expressed than in spores. Abundant transcription factor expression in prespore cells, but not spores, likely reflects that after aggregation the prespore cells start to prefabricate components and the first layer of the spore wall in numerous Golgi-derived vesicles. Spore maturation mostly involves rapid exocytosis of...
these vesicles and further completion of the wall [51]. This means that most gene expression and therefore transcription factor activity for sporulation occurs early in the slug. The stalk only starts to be gradually formed from the onset of fruiting body formation, while cup cells differentiate even later, hence the late requirement for transcription factor activity in stalk and cup differentiation.

Conversely, members of the GPCRs and the Rac/Rho and Ras/Rap families of small GTPases and their GEFs and GAPs were more frequently expressed in prestalk than prespore cells, while later the stalk and cup cells retained their high level of expression (Fig. 4). These families particularly regulate remodelling of the actin cytoskeleton during cell migration and chemotaxis [52,53], indicating that prestalk cells are more specialized in morphogenetic signalling and cell movement. The protein kinases are overall slightly enriched with the STE and TKL subtypes and the α-kinases being most prestalk enriched, and the CMGC and “other” kinases showing prespore enrichment. The histidine kinases undergo a dramatic shift from being prestalk enriched in slugs to strongly spore enriched in fruiting bodies.

Likely, their overall mixed and less pronounced affinities for specific cell-types reflect that the protein kinases regulate both gene expression and cytoskeletal remodelling as well as many other cellular processes.

### 3.3. Cluster analysis of signal transduction proteins

Apart from the comparative analysis of the aforementioned families of transcription factors, GPCRs, GTPases and GAPs and GEFs, we previously also performed an evolutionary comparative analysis of all Ddis genes (385 in total), which upon lesion cause developmental defects [28]. While for several of these genes upstream regulators or downstream effectors were also identified, few complete signalling pathways have been resolved. Because proteins that interact in a signalling pathway have to be expressed at the same developmental stage and in the same cell type, similarities in the developmental and cell-type specific transcription profiles of genes can assist in identifying interacting components in a pathway or process. Hierarchical clustering based on correlations between transcription profiles conveniently orders genes with similar expression in a cladogram. We recently explored the utility of hierarchical clustering to identify interactions between GTPases and their potential activators the GEFs (guanine nucleotide exchange factors) and inactivators, the GAPs (GTPase activating proteins) [31].

Within these groups many interactions have already been experimentally established, which allowed us to select the subsets of transcriptome data, the distance metric and the linkage method that returned most of the experimentally established interactions. We here use the same set of transcriptome data for Ddis, Dpur, Dlac, Ppal and Dfas as in the previous study and could therefore restrict ourselves to already established optimal parameters, which were Pearson correlation as the distance metric and average linkage to order the genes into clusters. The transcription profiles were the same as used for the heatmaps in Fig. 2 and Figs. S1-S15, except that data from individual experiments were used for the cell-type specificity profiles instead of averages. Including transcriptomes from more species in the analysis improves its resolution but can also increase error when in some species the expression of individual genes responded differentially to selection in their specific habitats. Non-group 4 species also do not develop as synchronously and as temporally consistent between experiments as those in group 4, which renders their development transcriptional profiles more noisy. We found in the earlier study that using only the transcriptome data from group 4 or branch II returned more experimentally confirmed interactions than using those from the full phylogeny. However, the greater majority of genes that clustered together in e.g. the group 4 based analysis were also clustered together in analyses of the other subsets of transcriptome data [31].

Fig. 5 shows an overview of the group 4 based cluster analysis annotated with the transcription profiles of the group 4 species. The figure shows that genes with similar developmental and cell-type specific expression form distinct clusters, but due to the large number of incorporated genes the figure cannot provide further detail. This analysis and the analyses based on transcription profiles of branch II and of the full phylogeny are therefore also archived in Supplemental spreadsheet TableS2_ClusterAnalysis.xlsx. In this spreadsheet, the hierarchical trees are annotated with gene names and locus tags and with the relative gene expression levels upon which the distance calculations were based. They allow inspection of the individual clusters for putative interactors to a gene of interest.

To validate similarity of gene expression as a metric for putative gene interaction, we retrieved literature data on sets of experimentally established interacting proteins. These sets are listed in Table S2_ClusterAnalysis.xlsx, sheet “networks” and visualized as networks with Cytoscape (https://cytoscape.org/). The network nodes are coloured similarly as the cluster where the gene resides and the networks are positioned adjacent to the cluster that contain most of its components.

For none of the networks were all components contained in a single cluster, but many subsets of interacting genes were clustered. For the autophagy [54] and AcaA regulatory networks [55,56], genes were dispersed over most of the large clusters, suggesting only loose associations between their transcription profiles. However, the majority of genes in the sporulation network [57,58] resided in a small subclade of cluster 22. Equally, several components of the DIF-1 [59], AprA [60,61] and cGMP networks [62] are contained within subclades of clusters 22, 25 and 9. Three components of the oxygen sensing Skp1 network [63] are members of a co-regulated clade of only five genes in cluster 18.

While interacting proteins naturally need to be expressed at the same time and place, there can be many reasons why the transcription profiles of their cognate genes do not strongly overlap. mRNA or protein stability between members of a network may vary, requiring different patterns of gene expression, or the activity of some members may be strongly affected by post-translational modification. In addition, a constitutively expressed component may interact with several differentially expressed but functionally homologous components and the network itself may undergo stage- or celltype specific functional adaptations. These factors all impact the accuracy of predicting protein interactions from gene co-expression. Nevertheless, our examples also show that profiles of subsets of interactors do cluster together, indicating that gene co-expression can predict protein-protein interaction. However, it is advisable to use co-expression only to support evidence from other approaches such as e.g. provided in the STRING database [64] or from proteomics before using it as the basis for extensive experimentation.

### 4. Conclusions

- We investigated the presence of protein kinases from all recognized families across genomes that represent the four major taxon groups of Dictyostelia, with two genomes (Ddis and Dpur) representing group 4.
- Phylogenetic trees of the 19 identified kinase subtypes were inferred and annotated with the functional domain architecture of the proteins and with the developmental- and cell type specific expression profiles of their genes across the five studied taxa.
- For protein kinases that were studied previously in Dictyostelia, information on their likely function and null mutant phenotype was collated and briefly summarized.
- The genomes contained from 243 to 282 different protein kinase domains, with the highest number found in group 4.
- Most protein kinases were conserved across all taxon groups, apart from the “other” subtype of typical kinases and the alpha and AFK kinases among the atypical groups, which showed extensive taxon-specific single gene amplifications.
- The developmental and cell-type specific gene expression profiles of the protein kinases were combined with those of other large families of signal transduction proteins and of 385 genes that have essential
roles in Ddis development. The dataset was subjected to hierarchical clustering to identify sets of co-regulated genes that potentially interact in a regulatory network.

- The cluster analysis brought together known interacting proteins from subsets of experimentally established interaction networks.
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